
Documentation 
and 
Assessment: 
What Is the 
Relati,onship? 

The concept of documentation as a collection of documents used ~ --;""~ 

den1onstrating the truth of a fact or confirming a thesis is historically correlat~:-~?'

to the birth and evolution of scientific thought and to a conceptualization el: '.,.~: . 
knowledge as an objective and demonstrable entity. It is thus tied to a cenafu~"'. .. ti 

.. . ,.:. ·", 

historical period and to profound reasons of a cultural, social, and politicaj <. ·: ·. 
- . , 

nature that I will not examine here. -~ e . ·-~ ··., . - ' ~ 
• ::s 

Rather, I find it interesting to undersco,re ho-w the concept of d,ocumentatioti-: -#~ · 
~ 

which has only recently moved into the scholastic environment, and\ more J,~-- ___ · .. 

. • q: 

spe,cifically into the pedagogical-didactic sphere, has undergone substantial_ .: ·_~ 

modifications that partially alter its definition. In this context, documentation is · _·:.. ' 
s, '9: ·:" . .. 

interpreted ru1d used for its value as a tool fot· recalling· that is, as a possibility·. -.:~ 

for reflection. ·: _,j 
. . . 

The didactic itinerary and the learning patb that rake place in a school assume \ : 
• a -~ 

full meaning for the subjects involved (teachers and students) to the extent:-~;-.~' 

that these proce .ses can be suitably recalled reexamined, analyzed, and ·, ~ ~y: .. ~ 

reoonstructed .. The educational path becomes concretely visible through in

d,epth documentation of the data. related to the activiti1es, making use of verbal, 

graphic, and documentary instn1ments as w1ell as the audiovisual tecbnologies 

most commonly found in schoo11s. 

I want to undersoore one aspect in particular regarding the way documentation is 

used.· that is, the materials are collected during the experience, but they are read 

and interprete,d at the end. The reading and recaUing of memory therefore takes 

place after the fact . The documents (video an,d audio recordings, written notes) 

are collected sometimes catalogued~ and brought back for rereading, revisiting, 

and rec,onstruction of the experience. That \Vhich took place is reconstructed, 

interpreted, and reint1erpreted by means of the documents which t1estify to the 

i . . salient moments of a path that was predefined by the teacher: the path that made 

it po,ssible for the objiectives of th1e experience to be achieved. 

I,1 short, according to this conceptual appr,oach and ·didactic practice, the 

documents ( tl1e documented. traces) are used aft,er and not during the process. 

These ,documents (and the reflections and interpretations they elicit from 

teachers and ch.ldren) d.o n1ot intervene during the learning path and within 

the learning process in a \vay that would give meaning and direction to 
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the process., 
· 4 

Herein lies the substantial difterence. In Reggio Emilia, wheve we have 

~!l' "11. 

explor.ed this methodology for many years, we place the emphasis on 

documentation as an integral part of the procedures aimed at fostering 

l,earning an4 for modifying the learning-teaching relationship. 
•I 

To clarify further what I mean} a nurnber of assumptions should 



< • ~ .-

,.~ t ~ that may initially seem far from the issue at hand but that-or so I 

. , :~ · · ·_;_ \.Vill aid in understanding that our choice and practice are neither random . 
· .-;""\~,1nffifferent. In fact, I believe that documentation is a substantial part of the 

" ~; ~\ -·,!, l that has always characterized our experjence: the search for n1eaning-to 

-=«-_ ~ ·~: .. · · d the meaning of school or rather .. to co,nstruct the meaning of schoo.l, as 

~ ;: ~'". ~~ce that plays an active role in the children's search for meaning and our 
~-~.,~~·.~ :r 
. ~i . own search for meaning (and shared meanings). 

~s~· ..: . 

. ·.:.:-~.~in this sense; among the first questions \Ve should ask ourseJves as teacher and 

· ~. )~'I-~ -~:educators are these: How can we help children find the meaning of ,;vhat they 
~ . . -
-~:~;,-· ... tt0 what they encounter, what they experience? And how can \Ve do this for 

, ~~': ~ · ourselves? These are questions of meaning and the search for ,neaning (why? 

·: ; \~ liow? what?). I think these are the key questions that children constantly ask 
' . 

;.:; _.:,_ t . tbemsel ves, both at school and outside of school . 
. ·~fj . 
. t/ ~ ~: It i a very difficult search and a difficult task especially for children \vho 

_.:; .,, 

·:.J .. ~· ~ .. - ~-. nowadays have so many spheres of reference in their daily lives: their family 

/ ''': · ~, -- experience. television. the social place they frequent in addition to the family 
..,, ",,I~ .II ..-

. -f:, · and schooL It is a task that involves making connections giving meaning to 

these events, to the e fragments that are gathered over the course of many and 

varied experiences. 

Children carry out this search \Vith tenacity and effort, sometimes making 

n1istakes but they do the searcl1ing on their own. We cannot live ,:vithout 

meaning; that would preclude any sense of identity, any hope, any future. 

Children know this and initiate the search right from the beginning ,of their 

lives. They knO\V it as young members of the human species as individual~ 

as people. The search for the meaning of life and of the self in life is born 

with the child and is desired by the child. This is why \Ve talk about a child 

\Vho is competent and strong- a child who has the right to hope and the right 
• 

to be valued not a predefined child seen a fragile, needy incapable. Ours is 

a different ,vay of thinking and approaching the child, whom we vie\v as an 

active subject with us to explore to try day by day to understand something, 

to find a meaning'" a piece of life. 

For us these n1eanings the e explanatory theories are extremely important and 

powerful in revealing the ways in \.Vhich children think question, and interpret 

reality and their own relationships with reality and vvith us . 

Herein lies the genesis of the pe,dagogy of relation hips and listening,' one of 

the metaphors that distinguishes the pedagogy of Reggio Emilia. 

For adult and children alike . under tanding mean being able to develop an 

interpretive ~theory,'' a narration that give meaning to events and objects of 
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sound script 

the world . Our lheories are provisional.offering a sat isfactory explanation lba& 
can be continuously reworked; but they represent something more than simply 

an idea or a group of ideas. T hey must please us and convince us, be useful. 
and satisfy our intellectual. affective, and aesthetic needs (the aesthetics of 
knowledge). In representing the world.our theories represent us. 

Moreover, if possible. our theories must please and be attractive to others. 

Our theories need to be listened to by others. Expressing our theories to others 

makes it possible 10 transform a world not intri nsically ours into something 

shared. Sharing theories is a response to uncertainty. 

Here, then, is the reason why any theorization, from the simplest to the most 

refined. needs to be expressed, to be communicated, and thus to be listened 

to, in order to exist. It is here we recognize the values and foundations of the 

''pedagogy of listening." 

The Pedagogy of Listening 

How can we define the term liste ning? 

listening as sensit ivity to the pauems that connect, to 1hat which connects us to 

others: abandoni ng ourselves 10 the conviction that our understanding and our 

own being are but small parts of a broader, integrated knowledge that holds 

the universe together. 

Listening, then. as a metaphor fo r having the openness and sensi tivity to liste n 

and be listened to-listening not just with our ears. but with all our senses 

(sight, touch, smell . taste, orientation). 

Listening to the hundred, the thousand languages, symbols.and codes we use to 

express ourse lves and communicate. and with which life ex presses itse lf and 

communicates to those who know how to listen. 

Listening as time. the lime of listen ing. a time that is outside chronological 

time-a time fu ll of silences.of long pauses, an interior time. lnierior listening, 

listeni ng to ourselves, as a pause, a suspens ion. as an element that generates 

listen ing to others but. in turn, is generated by the listening that others g ive us. 

Behind the act of li stening there is often a curiosity.a desire,a doubt, an interest; 

there is always an emotion. 

Listening is emot ion: it is generated by emotions and stimulates emotions. The 

emotions of others influence us by means of processes that are strong,direct. not 

mediated, and intrinsic 10 the interac1ions between communicating subjects. 

Listening as welcoming and being open io differences, recognizing the value 

of the other's point of view and in terpretation. 

Listening as an active verb that involves interpretation, giving meaning to the 
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and value to those who offer it. 
that does not produce answers but formulates questions: listening 

is generated by doubt. by uncertainty, which is not insecurity but , on the 

~. the security 1hat every truth is such only if we are aware of its limits 

_. its p0ssible ••falsification ." 
....... is not easy. It requires a deep awareness and at the same time a 

suspension of our judgments and above all our prejudices: it requires openness 

10 change. It demands that we have clearly in mind the value of the unknown 

and that we are able to overcome the sense of emptiness and precariousness 

that we experience whenever our certainties arc questioned. 
.,...._ that takes the individual out of anonymity, that legitimates us, gives us 

visibil ity, enriching both those who listen and those who produce the message 

(and children cannot bear to be anonymous). 
Listening as the premise fo r an y learning relationship-learning that is 

determined by the " learning subject" and takes shape in hi s or her mind through 

action and reflection, that becomes knowledge and skill through representation 

and exchange . 
Listening, therefore, as "a listening context," where one learns to listen and 

narrate, where individuals feel legitimated to represent their theories and offer 

their own interpretal' ions of a particular question. In representing our theories, 

we "re.know" or ·•re•cognize" them, making it possible for our images and 

intuitions to take shape and evolve through act ion, emotion. expressiveness, 

and iconic and symbol ic representations (the "hundred languages''). 

Understanding and awareness arc generated through shari ng and dialogue . 

We represent the world in our minds , and thi s representation is the fruit of our 

sensitivity to the way in which the world is interpreted in the minds and in the 

representations of others. Il is here that our sensitivity to listening is highlighted; 

starting from this sensitivity, we form and commu nicatt? our representations 

of the world based not only on our response to events (self.construction), but 

also on that which we learn about I.he world from our communicati ve exchange 

with others. 

The ability to shift (from one kind of intell igence to another, from one language 

to another) is not only a potent ial within the mind of each ind ividual but also 

involves the tendency to shift across (to interact among) many minds. We enrich 

our knowledge and our subjectivity thanks to this predisposit ion to we lcoming 

the representations and theories of others-that is, listening to others and being 

open to them. 
This capacity for listening and reciprocal expectat ions, which enab les 
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com munica1ion and diaJogue, is a quality of the mind and o f the inte lligence, 
particularly in the young child. It is a quality that demands to be understooct 
and supported. 

In the metaphorica l sense , in fact , children are lhe greatest lis teners of all 

to lhe real ity that surrounds them. They possess lhe time of listening, which 

is not on ly time for li steni ng but a time that is rarefi ed , curious, suspended. 
generous-a time full of waiting and e xpectation . 

Children li s te n to life in a ll its shapes and colors , and they li sten to o thers 

(adults and peers). They quickly perceive how the act of listening (observing, 

bu t a lso touching, smelling, tasti ng.searching) is essential fo r communication. 

Children a re biologically predisposed to communica te, to exist in rela tion, 
to live in relation. 

Li s tening, lhen , seems to be an innate predispos ition tha t accompanies 

children from birth. allowing the ir process of accultura tion 10 de ve lop. The 

idea of an innate capaci ty for Ji scening may seem paradoxical but , in effect. the 

process of acculturation must in vol ve innate motivations and competencies. 

The newborn child comes into the world w ith a self that is joyous . ex press ive. 

and ready to experiment and explo re, us ing objects and communicating 

with other people. Right from the beginn ing, children show a remarkable 

exuberance, creativity. and inventiveness toward their surro undings, as well 
as an autonomous and coherem consciousness . 

Very early in life. children demonstrate that they have a vo ice. but above 

a lJ that they know how to li sren and want to be listened to . Socia lity is no t 

taught 10 chi ldre n: they are social beings. Our task is to support them and 

Jive their socia lity with the m; that is the social quality that o ur culture has 

produced . Young children are strongly a ttracted by the ways. the lang uages 

(and thus the codes) that our cu ltu re has produced. as well as by other people 
(children and adult s). 

hi s a difficult path that requires efforts, ene rgies. hard work , and sometimes 

suffering. but it also offers wonder. amazement.joy, enthusiasm, and passion. 

It is a path that takes time, lime that children have and adult s often d o not 

have o r do not want to have. This is w hat a school s hould be : first a nd 

foremost, a contex t of multiple lis tening. This context of multiple lis tening, 

involving the teachers but also the group of children and each chi ld . all of 

whom can lisien lo others and lis te n to themselves. overturns the teaching

learning re la tion ship . This overturning shifts the focus 10 learning; that is, to 

chi ldren 's self-lea rning and the lea rniRg achieved by the group of children 
and adults together. 

As children_ represem the ir menta l images 10 o thers, they represent them to 
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ve lo ing a more conscious vision ( inte rio r li stening). Thus , 
themselves, de p h f one fie ld of experience to another, ne language to anot er. rom . 
moving fr~m o hcse shift s and those of others, chi ldren modify and ennch 
and reflect_1ng on t nee tual maps. But this is true if. and o nly if.children ha_ve 
theirtheones_and co p I h ·fts in a group context-that is, in and wi th rtumty to make t 1ese s I 

the oppo . . b. lity to listen and be li stened to , to express rs-and if they have the poss1 • 

:~r differences and be receptive to the differences o f others. 

k of those who educate is not o nl y to allow the differences to be expressed 

Thetas it ssible for them to be negotiated and nurtured throug~ e~c~ange 
but to make po Jk' bout differences between 111d1v1duals ri sonofideas. Weare ta inga . 
and compa (v rbal g raphic, plas tic. mus ical. 
but also differ:::: s~:"~se:e lsa~~~1::~:omeone ;anguage to another. as well 

gestur~ , et~.), . . that e nables the c reat ion and consolidatio n of as the ir rec iprocal 111terac11on. 

concepts and conceptua l maps. h becomes 
s the individual child learn how to learn, butt e group 

:~:s:~~~:: itself as aft "t;a:~~1gge~~:;~:.\:~::~~s~h:o~l'i:•~ .~;;:t~:~:sat:~~ 
enriched, mult1plled , re ne , 

. . h ther and are renewed. 
and hybnd1ze e~c . ~f Id: .. which has charac terized the role of the teache r. 

The concept of sea od ~'~!• rent methods and meanings. It is the context , 
also assumes new an I e . than the teachers themselves) tha1 

b f rec iprocal expectatio ns (more 
the we o . . . rocesses. In addition to o ffering suppon and 
sustains the rnd1 v1dual and group p. . hers who know how 

cultural mediatio n (subject ~alter. rnsthrumen ts~:::·~~:ta~he children undergo 
b d ment and rnterpre t t e proce 

~: t:n: ::e~s l;:~ill re:lize in th is context the ir g reatest potentia l to learn how 

to teach. . . . vis ible listening, as the construc tion of 
Documentation , therefor~. is se_cn as d so o n) that not on ly testify to the 
traces ( through notes, slides. videos, an but a lso make them possible because 

children 's learning paths and processes , k.i . 'blc and thus poss ible, the 
they are vis ib le. For us thi s means ma ng v1s1 . 

relationships that are the building blocks of knowledge. 

Documentation 

. . . Ii ·tened to is one of the primary tasks of 
To ensure ltstemng an_d bemg s/~ocumcnts that test..i fy to and make visible 
doc umentation (producrng trace · ) as well as to e nsure that 

, • of the individuals and the group · 
the ways oflearn m~ . . ' Id h the possibili ty to observe themselves the gro up and each 111d1 v1dua l chi ave 
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from an external point of view while they arc learn ing (both during and after 
the process). 

A broad range of documentation (v ideos, tape recordings. written notes, and 

so on) ~roduccd and used in process (that is, during the experience) offers the 
following advantages: 

• lt make_s visible (though in a partiaJ way. and thus " partisan") the nature of 

the learning processes and strategies used by each chi ld , and makes the 

subjective and intersubjective processes a common patrimony. 

• lt _cnab les reading, revisiting , and assessment in time and in space, and these 

actions become an i.ntegraJ part of the knowledge-building process. 

Documentation can modify learning from an epistemological point of view 

(enabling ep istemologica l assessment and self-assessmenl. which become an 

integral part of the process in that they guide and orient the process itself) . 

• It seems to be essential for metacognitive processes and for the understanding 
of children and adults. 

In re lation to recent studies that increas ingly highlight the ro le of memory in the 

learning and ide ntity-forming processes. we could hypothesize that significant 

reinforcement can be offered to the memory by the images (photographs and 

video), ~he voices, and the notations. Likewise the reflexive aspect (fostered 

by the '·re-cognition" that takes place through use of the findings) and the 

capacit~ for concentration and interpretation could benefit from this memory

enhancmg material. This is on ly a supposition. but in my view it deserves to 
be confronted and discussed. 

In th is movement . which I wou ld define as a spiral as it weaves together the 

observation, the interpretation . and the documentation , we can clearly see 

how none of these actions can ac tuall y be separated or removed from the 

others. Any separation would be artific ial and merely for the sake of argument. 

Rathe r, I would ta lk about dominance in the adult's level of awareness and 

consequently of action. It is imposs ible, in fact. to document without observing 
and, obviously, interpreting. 

By means of documenting , the thinking-or the inte rpre tation -of the 

~ocumenter thus becomes materi a l, that is, tangible and capable of be ing 

interpre ted. The notes. the recordings, the slides and pho1ographs represent 

fragments of a memory that seems thereby to become ·'objective." While each 

fragment is imbued with the subjectivity of the documente r, it is offered to the 

interpret ive subjectivi ty of others in o·rder to be known or reknown. created 

and rec reated. a lso as a co llec tive knowledge-bui lding even!. 

The result 1s knowledge that is bountiful and enriched by the contributions of 
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In these fragments ( images . words , signs, and drawings) there is the 

~al which took place , but there is also the future (or rather what e lse can 

IIIPP"" if .. . ). . . d.d . 
kin at a new concept of didactics: partic ipatory d1dact1cs, t act1cs 

Weare loo g d processes that can be communicated and shared. Visibil ity, 
• procedures an . . . 
lqibility,and shareability become sup~rtmg_ nucle i ~cause they_ are ~ e bas is 
of eommunicative effectiveness and didactic e_ffe~t1vencss. Didacti c~ _thus 

1,ecOmes more simi lar to the science of commumcauon than tO the trad1t1onal 

pedagogical disciplines. 

At this point. a particular aspect emerges that structures the teaching-learning 

relationship and that in this contex t is made more visible. more explicit. At 

the moment of documentation (observation and interpretation), the element of 

assessment enters the picture immediately. that is. in the context and during 

the time in which the experience (acti vity) takes place. It is not suffic ient to 

make an abstract prediction that establishes what is significant - the e lements 

of vaJue necessary for learning to be achieved - before the documentation is 

actually carried out. It is necessary to interact with the action it se lf. with that 

which is revealed.defined.and perceived as trul y significant , as the experience 

unfolds. 
Any gap between the prediction and the event (between the inherent meanings 

and those which the child/children anribute in the ir action) should be grasped 

read ily and rapidly. The adult's schema of expectation is not prescripti ve but 

orientative. Doubt and uncertainty permeate the contex t; they are part of the 

"documenter 's context." Herein lies true didactic freedom.of the ch ild as well 

as the teacher. It lies in this space between the predictable and the unexpected, 

where the communicative relationship between the children's and teachers' 

learning processes is constructed . It is in thi s space !hat the questions , the 

dialogue. the compari son of ideas wi th colleagues are situated , where the 

meeting on "what to do" takes place and the process of assessment (deciding 

what to "give value to .. ) is carried out. 
The issue, then, is to consider the chi ld as a context for himself or herself and for 

the others, and to conside r the learning process as a process of construction of 

interactions between the "subject being educated" and the "objects of education" 

(seen as inc luding knowledge as well as social-affective and ax iological models 

of behavior). 
This means that the object of education is seen not as an object but as a 

"relational place." With thi s term I underscore the way in which the teacher 

chooses and proposes the knowledge-building approach (assuming all due 
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responsibility). [tis a construction of relat ionshi ps that are born of a reciprocat 

curiosity between the subject and the objec1. This curiosity is sparked by 

a quest ion that s1imulates the subject and the object to "encounter each 

other," showing what the child knows (understood as theories and desires for 

knowledge) and the knowledge of the object in lerms of i1s cultu ral identity. 

This identi ty is not limited to the elements that are immediately perceivable, 

but is also directed toward lhe cu ltural elaborations that have been produced 

around it, and above a ll those that can be produced in this new knowledge. 

seek ing relationship . This re-knowing of the object is not only "historica1,·• that 

is, reproducing what is culturally known about lhe object (for example, what 

we know about a tree in its disciplinary interpretations: biology, arch itecture, 

poetry, and so on). It is al so a li ving organism because it comes to life in the 

vitality, fresh ness, and unpredictableness of this encounter. where the chi ldren 

,, can give new identity to the object, creat ing a relationship for the object and 
fo r themselves that is also metaphorical and poetic. 

Documentation is this Process, which is dialectic , based on affective bonds and also 

poetic; it not only accompanies the knowJedge-building Process but in a certain sense 
impregnates it. 

Documentation not only lends itse lf to interpretation but is itself interpretation. 

It is a narrative fo rm. both inrrapersonal and interpersonal communication, 

because it offers those who document and those who read the documentation an 

opporl'unity for reflection and learning. The reader can be a colleague, a grou p 

of colleagues, a chi ld. children, parent s, anyone who has participated or wants 

to participate in this process. The documentation materi al is open , accessible , 

usable. and therefore readable. In reality th is is nor always the case, and above 
all the process is neither automatic nor easy. 

Effective documentation requires extensive experience in documentary reading 
and writing . 

Legibility 

Documentation is thus a narrative form. Its force of attrac1ion lies in the wealth 

of questions, doubts, and re flections that underlie the collection of data and 

wi th wh ich ii iS offered lo others-colleagues and children . 

These "writings ,>'\ where different languages arc imerwoven (graphic, visual , 

iconic). need 10 have their own code, their own convention within the group 

that constnrcts and uses them- 1his in order to guaramee, even though partially, 
the effecriveness of communication . 

That is, these' writings must be legible, effectively communicative for those 
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Documeritatlon and Assess IMlltWhatlstbeRelationlhip? 

. . n1ex t but should also include the "em~~gent 
ot present Ill the co , h dimensional wntings, 

wbO were n documenter. They are t rec- . . 
nts" perceived by the . ti vit but at expressing the mean ing• 

aeme. ed at giving the event obJe~ y der the signi ficance that each 
1111>' a1.m ·vc meaning , to ren h 
lll&king effort ; that is, to g1 . and the questions and problems e or 

thor attributes to the doc~mentatt~hese writings are not detached from the 

::e perceives within a certam e~e~t. f the author, and we are thus aware of 
rsonal biographical cha_ractenst1csl:ment of quality. 

!:cir bias , but this is considered an c that have taken place with a personal 

The documenter looks at the eve~ts of them and , at the same time , seeks 

view aimed at a d~p un~e~tan:;::ic (though it could seem paradoxical)_by 

communicative clarity. Thi~ 1~ po nse of incompleteness and expcctat1~n 
bringing into the documentat ion these I vhat you know. but the boundaries 

that can arise when you try to offero~he_rs no ~ich derive from the fact that the 
I d . that is your hmJts, w 

of your know e ge, . , .. nd a path of research . 
''object" being narrated is a process a 

Assessment: A Perspective that Gives Value 

. , rocesses and procedures , and to those which 
What we offer to the children rs ~t into action, is a perspective that gives value. 
thechildrenandadults togethe p . d ·m lies that cert ain elements 
Valuing means giving value to this context an 1 p 

are assumed as.values . . of assessment, because it allows one. to make 

Here, [ think , is the gen~s1s heclementsof value(indicators}ap~il~d bythe 
explicit , visible, and shareab le t . Assessme nt is an intrms1c part of 

documenter in produc ing the docume~tat1on. h of what we call progcttazione 
i of the entire approac h. 

documental'ion and there ore h. approach becomes somet mg 
(progettazionc is defined on page 17). In fact, t ids .. t- is a procedure that is 

. . and redefined proce ure, 1 • 

more tha n a prescnbcd p e that emerge from the process itself. 
nurtured by the elements of va\u . , I bleto the children themselves, 
This makes the documentation particularly v~ u\ form of a narration, seeing 

h th y have done m t e h 
as they can encounter w at e, drawn from their work. In the eyes_ of t e 
the mean ing that the teacher has h d has value, has meamng . So 

children. this can demonstrate that what t e\ o anonymi ty and invisibili1y, 
" . I" and can emerge rom . d· 

they discover that they ex1s . . rtan t is listened to , and is appreciate . 
seeing that what lhey say and do ,s impo , 

it is n value . . . ourse lf and with whoever enters into t_his so~ 
his like having an interface with y rt and pre1ext of lhe children s 
of hypertext. Herc the text acts as vector , suppo , 

personal mental space. 
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The Teacher's Competency 

In 1his con1ex1, it is obvious that lhe role and competency of the teacher 

are qualified in a different way from how these elements are defined in an 

educat ional environment in which the teacher's job is s imply to transmit 
di sciplinary knowledge in the tradit ional way. 

The task is not to find (and teach) a specific series of rules, o r lo present cenain 

propositions organized in10 formulas that can be easily learned by others , orto 

teach a method that can be replicated without modifications. 

The teacher 's competency is defined in terms more of understandings than 

of pure knowledge. It indicates a familiarity with critical facts, so as to allow 

those who possess thi s fami liarity lo say what is important and 10 hypothesize 

what is suitable for each situation-that is . what is helpful fo r the learner in a 
particular situation . 

So what is the secret? There is no secret, no key, if not that of constantly 

examining our understandings, knowledge, and intu itions . and sharing and 

comparing them with those of ou r colleagues. 11 is not a transferable "science," 

but rather an understanding, a sensiti vi ty to knowledge. The action and the 

resu lts of 1he action, in a situation where on ly the surface is visible. will be 

successful in part thanks lo the success of the ac1ors -children and leachers

a ll of whom are responsible, though at different leve ls. fo r the learn ing 
processes. 

Proceeding by lrial and error does noi debase the didactic paths; indeed, ii 
enriches them on the process level (that is. the process and our awareness of 
it), as well as on the ethical level. 

There is a lso an e lemen t of improvisa1ion, a sort of ;,playing by ear.'' an abi lity 

10 take stock of a situation, to know when 10 move and when to stay still , that 
no fom1ula , no general recipe, can replace. 

Certainly there are also risks.quite a few in fact vagueness and superficiality can 

lead 10 mistaking a series of images or written notes for documentation which, 

without the awareness of what one is observing , on ly creates disorientation 
and a loss of meaning. 

The issue that emerges clearly at this point is the education of the teachers. The 

teacher 's general education must be broad-based and range over many areas 

of knowledge, rlotjust psychology and pedagogy. A cultured 1eacher not on ly 

has a mu ltidisciplinary background , bu.t possesses the culture of research, of 

curiosity, of working in a group: the culture of project-based thinking. Abo ve 

all , we need teachers who feel !hat they tru ly belong to and pa rtic ipale in this 
process, as teachers but most of all as people. 
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Documentation and Auessment: What Is the Rmtionship? 

• t of the pedagogical and philosophical thinking th~t 
L,oris Malaguzzi, arc_h,tec rience once said that we need a teacher who is 

ates the Reggio ex.pc . ' h . t designer, someti mes the curtain and 
penne_ the director, sometimes t e sc h . both sweet and 
someumes . . rom 1er. A teacher w o is 
the backdrop, and som~t•_mes !he pdi s pnses the paints, and who is even the 

tern who is the electncian, who pe t'mes claps, sometimes remains 
s , d'ence who watches, some l h 
audience-the au I . . dges with skepticis m, and at ot er 
silent, full of emotion, wh~ someti mes JU 

times applauds with enthusiasm. 
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